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QARP

The Net Zero Carbon Emissions target applies to only assets that are 100% owned and managed by QIC (making up 100% of QARP’s portfolio value at 30 June 2022). Net zero carbon target (Scope 1 and 2 only) for QARP relies on ~64% renewable 

energy consumption (onsite solar), and ~21% reduction in electricity consumption through energy efficiency upgrades, from a 2021 baseline.  Carbon offsets will be purchased for residual emissions from sources with no existing fossil fuel free alternatives 

(such as refrigerants and diesel used in emergency generators). Progress is quantified and receives limited independent assurance annually, in accordance with the Australian Standard on Assurance Engagements (ASAE3000).
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Important Information
QIC Limited ACN 130 539 123 (“QIC”) is a wholesale funds manager and its products and services are not directly available to, and 

this document may not be provided to any, retail clients.  QIC is a company government owned corporation constituted under the 

Queensland Investment Corporation Act 1991 (QLD). QIC is also regulated by State Government legislation pertaining to 

government owned corporations in addition to the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (“Corporations Act”).  QIC does not hold an 

Australian financial services (“AFS”) licence and certain provisions (including the financial product disclosure provisions) of the 

Corporations Act do not apply to QIC. Other wholly owned subsidiaries of QIC do hold AFS licenses  and are required to comply

with relevant provisions of the Corporations Act. QIC also has wholly owned subsidiaries authorised, registered or licensed by the 

United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”), the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) and the 

Korean Financial Services Commission. For more information about QIC, our approach, clients and regulatory framework, please 

refer to our website www.qic.com or contact us directly.

To the extent permitted by law, QIC, its subsidiaries, associated entities, their directors, officers, employees and representatives 

(the “QIC Parties”) disclaim all responsibility and liability for any loss or damage of any nature whatsoever which may be suffered by 

any person directly or indirectly through the provision to, or use by any person of the information contained in this document (the 

“Information”), including whether that loss or damage is caused by any fault or negligence or other conduct of the QIC Parties or 

otherwise.  Accordingly, you should not rely on the Information in making decisions in relation to your current or potential 

investments. This Information is general information only and does not constitute financial product advice. You should seek your

own independent advice and make your own independent investigations and assessment, in relation to it. In preparing this 

Information, no QIC Party has taken into account any investor’s objectives, financial situations or needs and it may not contain all 

the information that a person considering the Information may require in evaluating it. Investors should be aware that an investment 

in any financial product involves a degree of risk and no QIC Party, nor the State of Queensland guarantees the performance of any 

QIC fund or managed account, the repayment of capital or any particular amount of return. No investment with QIC is a deposit with 

or other liability of any QIC Party. This Information may be based on information and research published by others.  No QIC Party 

has confirmed, and QIC does not warrant, the accuracy or completeness of such statements.  Where the Information relates to a

fund or services that have not yet been launched, all Information is preliminary information only and is subject to completion and/or 

amendment in any manner, which may be material and without notice. It should not be relied upon by potential investors.  

The Information may include statements and estimates in relation to future matters, many of which will be based on subjective

judgements, assumptions as to future events or circumstances, or proprietary internal modelling. No representation is made that 

such statements or estimates will prove correct. The reader should be aware that such Information is predictive in character and

may be affected by inaccurate assumptions and/or by known or unknown risks and uncertainties and should independently 

investigate, consider and satisfy themselves in relation to such matters. Forecast results may differ materially from results or

returns ultimately achieved. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

This Information is being given solely for general information purposes. It does not constitute, and should not be construed as, an 

offer to sell, or solicitation of an offer to buy, securities or any other investment, investment management or advisory services, 

including in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation would be illegal. This Information does not constitute an information 

memorandum, prospectus, offer document or similar document in respect of securities or any other investment proposal. This 

Information is private and confidential. It has not been and is not intended to be deposited, lodged or registered with, or reviewed or 

authorised by any regulatory authority in, and no action has been or will be taken that would allow an offering of securities in, any 

jurisdiction. Neither this Information nor any presentation in connection with it will form the basis of any contract or any obligation of 

any kind whatsoever. No such contract or obligation in connection with any investment will be formed until all relevant parties 

execute a written contract and that contract will be limited to its express terms.  QIC is not making any representation with respect 

to the eligibility of any recipients of this Information to acquire securities or any other investment under the laws of any jurisdiction. 

Neither this Information nor any advertisement or other offering material may be distributed or published in any jurisdiction, except 

under circumstances that will result in compliance with any applicable laws and regulations.

Investors or prospective investors should consult their own independent legal adviser and financial, accounting, regulatory and tax 

advisors regarding this Information and any decision to proceed with any investment or purchase contemplated by the Information.

Your receipt and consideration of the Information constitutes your agreement to these terms.

This document contains Information that is proprietary to the QIC Parties.  Do not copy, disseminate or use, except in accordance 

with the prior written consent of QIC.

Net Zero Carbon Emissions Targets

QIC Real Estate’s fund level 2028 net zero carbon targets (currently covering Scope 1 & 2 carbon emissions) are supported by the

development and ongoing maintenance of asset-level Net Zero Carbon Emissions Roadmaps which are aggregated to the fund 

level. These Roadmaps document the carbon emissions reduction initiatives planned to be implemented annually out to 2028 to 

achieve the net zero carbon targets. Initiatives follow a reduction and elimination first approach and include energy efficiency

upgrades to aging plant and equipment, optimisation of existing plant and equipment, electrification of natural gas-powered plant 

and the deployment of onsite solar PV systems or purchase of renewable electricity from the grid. 

The initiatives are integrated into the capital plans and relevant annual budgets for each asset. Net Zero targets rely on an increase 

in renewable energy consumption (QPF/QTCF: ~70%, QOF: ~60%, QARP: ~64%, QACPF: ~68%) and a reduction in electricity 

consumption (QPF/QTCF: ~25%, QOF: ~35%, QARP: ~21%, QACPF: ~22%).  All targets apply to assets that are 100% owned 

and managed by QIC.  

The purchase of carbon offsets is expected to be required to offset residual carbon emissions relating to sources such as 

refrigerants, and for which there is not yet an alternative carbon-free replacement.  We expect offsets to represent ~5-10% of the 

baseline emissions profiles across all five funds (baseline years are as follows: FY18 for QTCF & QPF core assets, FY15 for QOF 

and FY21 for QARP and QACPF). 

Target progress is quantified annually and receives limited independent assurance, in accordance with the Australian Standard on

Assurance Engagements (ASAE3000). For more information on net zero carbon emissions targets for real estate and summaries of 

our current Net Zero Carbon Emissions Roadmaps, please see our latest QIC Real Estate Sustainability Report.
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